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URUGUAYAN PENFOLD PILLAR BOXES: AN UPDATE... 
 

Glenn H Morgan 

Colonia box, Uruguay. 
Photograph by  
Graham Duke: 2005 
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I n issue 132 (Spring 2009) of the LBSG Newsletter (pages 6-10), writes Glenn Morgan, I recorded my find-
ings regarding the Penfold pillar boxes manufactured by Cochrane of Dudley for the Uruguayan Post Of-

fice in 1879. Since then I have made contact with a fellow-collector and enthusiast, Diego Borghi, who man-
aged to track down a helpful philatelic article (see Bibliography below) that had largely used official primary 
source documentation from the Archivo General de la Nacion in Montevideo. 

T he author, Juan Bosco Oberti, was found to be involved with organised philately and so I was able to 
obtain his email address and enter into a correspondence. The update that follows draws freely on the 

information provided by Juan, with his kind permission, plus further independent research by me.  

Carmelo box.  ©Simon Rogers, 2006. Logo on Colonia box. Montevideo box. ©Daniel Stonek 

New photographs of the Colonia box, taken at the request of Glenn H Morgan, by Gustavo Armand Ugon. 
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1878 - Paris Universal Exposition 
I set about searching the internet to see if I could trace the 1878 Paris Exposition catalogue of exhibitors to 
ascertain whether Cochrane had been in attendance.  After a couple of minutes searching I traced a digitised 
PDF copy of the Catalogue Officiel de la Section Anglaise 1878 (the Official Catalogue of the British Section 1878), but 
Cochrane was not listed as an exhibitor, nor could I find letter boxes listed as one of the products manufac-
tured by any of the many British exhibitors.  
 
The Paris connection with the Uruguayan Penfold boxes will have to remain unresolved for now as I can 
find no mention of the British version of the box being on display, despite one apparently having won a 
prize at the event. 
 
Who manufactured the boxes? 
Everything researched so far had pointed to Cochrane unquestionably being the manufacturer of these 
boxes because they:  

(a) look just like the British ones (with the obvious exception of the Spanish text and logo design),  
(b) the date ties-up with when British Penfold boxes were made and, perhaps crucially,  
(c) the Uruguayan Post Office states in an official publication: “On 18 July 1879 26 mailboxes opened 

to the public, as commissioned from England” (my italics).  
 
I entered into a correspondence with Gustavo Armand Ugon, who kindly asked if there were any photo-
graphs that I would like taken of the box in Colonia, as he would soon be visiting that city and that, coinci-
dentally, his sister owned the pharmacy that was adjacent to the box.  I casually requested a shot of the base 
area to see how the name and location details of Cochrane had been cast, as I had never seen a good enough 
picture in the past to clarify the wording.  Yes, you are ahead of me, the imprint did not read Cochrane!  In-
stead, the photograph very clearly shows JUAN A ILIFFE on line one, while on line two there is a word that 
appears, after much image manipulation, to read AGENTE (in Spanish this means agent or representative), 
and Gustavo agrees.  (Pictures opposite) 
 
I set about trying to find the Iliffe name through Google, but I have drawn a blank.  I have concluded that 
Cochrane did manufacture these boxes but was requested, or chose, to show the name of the agent at the 
base.  This was not unheard of in industry, but in the absence of any paperwork it will probably be impossi-
ble to prove for certain that Cochrane were the manufacturers.  
 
1879 – Boxes installed 
The first neighbourhood Penfold mailboxes were installed on 18 July, which is a significant day in Uru-
guayan history, for in 1830 the first constitution was instigated, hence three of the streets with the new 
boxes having this date as a part of their name. It has to be assumed that this date was chosen for its special 
significance to the Uruguayan people, as the installation of this new style of letter box would have been a 
major step forward in the modernising of the Uruguayan postal 
service. Whether these boxes have always been painted yellow and 
black has not been ascertained.  Other types of letter box are un-
derstood to have been in use previously, but examples have not 
been seen and they are assumed to be relatively primitive in design. 
 
The progressive Postmaster Juan Peñalva had taken the welcome 
initiative of installing the Penfold boxes, but the sceptics were 
many and they predicted that the expenditure would not justify 
their installation.  However, so complete was the success achieved 
that in just one year the cost had been recouped.  The boxes re-
sulted in an increased volume of correspondence being posted and 
mail revenues received were also improved upon. 
 
1879 – Postal literature mentions letter boxes 
A postage rates document records the cost of sending mail that 
year, from which it is clear that not all items could be posted in the 
new Penfold boxes.  The document, held in the Archivo General 
de la Nacion, Montevideo, has a sentence at its foot stating: “Any 
other correspondence that is not found in this rates leaflet cannot 
be placed in neighbourhood mailboxes. [Signature] R Santiago, Sec-
retary”. Presumably in these instances a trip to a local Post Office 
was still necessary.    
 The Postage Rates document of 1879. 
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 A  Postal Map of Montevideo was also produced by the Uruguayan Post Office in 1879 and the locations 
of the new boxes are shown on it. The western part of this large map of the capital is depicted here 

and, to more clearly indicate the intersections where the boxes were located, the map has purposely been 
faded to grey and I have marked the sites 
with black circles.  
 
Some locations on the map differ from the 
entries given in a poorly maintained archi-
val document (it is too damaged and indis-
tinct to be able to reproduce it here), but it 
records only 25 boxes and this was proba-
bly an early draft, whereas the 1881 Report 
recorded below is likely to be more accu-
rate showing, as it does, all 26 boxes. The 
map was published a few days before the 
then Postal Director, Remigio Castellanos, 
had left his role. It is suspected that the dif-
ferences in terms of location sites were 
probably because of this change of Direc-
tor, the new one of whom may have re-
quested different locations to those of his 
predecessor. 
 
As one might expect after such a long time, 
the roads have undergone many changes 
and the street layout and names would ap-
parently be largely unrecognisable to visi-
tors today. 
 
1881 - Results after c18 months of service published 
Juan states that a Report of the Post Office was published in 1881 and that it was a voluminous book of some 
1,350 pages covering the year 1879-1880. It referred on page 34 of Chapter XIII to the Neighbourhood 
Mailboxes, and there is a translation from the Spanish language original below. 
 
“On 18 July 1879 26 mailboxes opened to the public, as commissioned from England through Mr Enrique Finn, who chose 
the form and system that was awarded a prize at the last Universal Exposition of Paris, so we can say that Montevideo now 
possesses neighbourhood mailboxes as fine as any seen in many capitals of Europe and America.  

Postal Map of 1879 showing the location of 11 of the 26 boxes. 

 The attractive Central Post Office, Montevideo, built in 1867.  
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The placement of these boxes is made by consulting the most populated districts and with the most trade, including those whose 
distance from the Central Post Office demanded this improvement.  
 
They were located as follows:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

It will be seen that the old city has been endowed with 8 mailboxes, the new city with 14 and the newest area has 4 boxes. This 
improvement was welcomed by the public with satisfaction, and the opinion expressed by some that it would not work, either for 
the customer or for the Post Office, this victory is shown by the data below: From 18 July 1879, the date of the inauguration of 
this service, until 31 December 1880, the following mail items were posted into these mailboxes:  
 
Letters  
Neighbourhood (Local) 7,543;  Interior (Uruguay) 50,950;  Exterior (Foreign) 43,891.  
 
Cards  
Neighbourhood (Local) 3,092;  Interior (Uruguay) 1,294;  Exterior (Foreign) 646.  
 
Printed Matter  
Neighbourhood (Local) 638;  Interior and Exterior 638.  
 
Total: 113,473 pieces of mail posted*  
 
The items detailed in the tariff are subject to a rate of 2 cents, 4 cents, 5 cents and 10 cents, so taking the rate of 5 cents, as the average, the 
mailboxes produced approximately 5,673 pesos and 65 cents, an amount that covers not only its cost, but leaves a surplus for profit.  
This result has shown once again that the increase in the products of a Post Office is always in relation to the facilities given to the public for 
the movement of its correspondence.”  
 
(*Note how the above figures actually add up to 108,692 and so the total is 4,781 items of mail adrift. I do not have access to the 
archived book held in Montevideo, so cannot comment further. Perhaps it is printed matter that is at fault, where the two figures 
quoted are the same [638]. The figures are close enough, though, to give an indication as to the popularity and success of the 
scheme.)  
 
Were some boxes subsequently relocated? 
It appears that just the original 26 boxes were purchased in total, or at least no records seem to exist that 
give details of any subsequent order placed with Cochrane. On that basis, the fact that boxes have recently 
been photographed in Carmel, Colonia del Sacramento and Minas as well as Montevideo would imply that 
over the years some of the original sites either ceased to have a letter box or were given one of a newer de-
sign possibly with a greater capacity to reflect a growing population and need (as in the UK), with the Pen-
fold being relocated to one of these other relatively nearby smaller towns (with lesser demand). No extra 
locations for Penfold boxes anywhere else in Uruguay have been found since my original article. 
 
flickr.co, the photo management website, has a recent image of the Colonia del Sacramento box taken by 
Gustavo Armand Ugon. He has written a description to go with his attractive photograph that reads:  
“Probably to most of you this photo means nothing. To those who lived in Colonia some time ago, maybe it does. It is the only 
mail box in town. It is located in front of an old city icon, Los Tres Mosqueteros (The 
Three Musketeers). Today, in the age of the Internet and e-mail and the political cam-
paigns (in this area political parties cover the whole city with posters glued to everything 
standing still), this mail box looks like a monument to anachronism. I still remember the 
emotion of hand writing a letter on paper, buying the stamp to stick to the envelope, and 
beginning to live the anticipation of the feeling of the one who would receive it from the very 
moment of dropping it inside this mail box. Besides, it was useful for so many lovers as 
the meeting place to start a date. Anyway, pure nostalgia of a time gone by…”  
 

I t will be seen from my map of Uruguay that the four known surviving 
Penfold letter boxes still to be found in Montevideo, Carmelo, Minas and 

Colonia are all located in the far south of the country, making relocation of 
boxes easier to achieve and perhaps the most likely scenario.    

Cerro Largo y Arapey,  
18 de Julio y Arapey,  
Soriano y Convencián,  
Maldonado y Dayman,  
18 de Julio y Cuareim,  
Canelones y Yaguar n,  
18 de Julio y Constituyente,  
Rivera y Municipio,  
8 de Octubre y Carmen,  

Mercedes y Yaguar n,  
Uruguay y Tacuaremb ,  
Uruguay y Río Negro,  
Ibicuí y Cerro Largo,  
Agraciada y Venezuela,  
Agraciada número 628,  
Agraciada número 867,  
Camino de Goes.  
= 26 letter boxes. 

Esquina Piedras y Solís,  
25 de Mayo y Misiones,  
Sarandí y Maciel,  
Reconquista y Alzáibar,  
25 de Agosto y Muelle Viejo,  
25 de Mayo y Cámaras,  
Buenos Aires y Ciudadela,  
Ciudadela y Canelones,  
Mercedes y Andes,  
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An unique postal marking identified Penfold box mail 
An attractive postal marking was applied from 18 July 1879 on the capital's letters posted in the Penfold 
boxes.  “Mailbox postmen” collected the post in accordance with a Postal Decree three times a day on 
weekdays, or made two collections during non-working days. They would deliver mail for their own 
neighbourhood and send to the Directorate General mail for delivery outside of the Montevideo.  
 
These individually numbered markings were used for about twenty years, but quality examples on cover are 
hard to find, despite the quantity that would have been cancelled thus.  Expect to pay at least £200.  The 
markings on loose stamps are considerably cheaper. 

 
 
 
 
 

T his is the first time that these markings 
have ever been reproduced from the offi-

cial proof sheet of “pulls” and Juan has kindly 
given me his permission to uniquely share 
them with LBSG Members.  
    
Note how there are variations in many of the 
envelope designs, including the number of 
lines, envelope flap shape and overall size. All 
markings have been separately electronically 
cut-out from the same original source docu-
ment, so they are all to the same scale. 
 
 
 
Buzon Vecinal Stamps 
One further stamp has appeared since the previous listing.  It is the 1994 U$1.80 value overprinted with a 
solid black square that down-values it.  This stamp was issued on 10 September 2009 as a U$1 value to meet 
an urgent demand for this much used value.  One million copies were produced by Sobrecarga en Imprenta 
Sanfer SRL of Uruguay.  (See NL137 page 9 for colour picture) 
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